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1. Significance of introducing market testing 
- Needs of people seeking free-of-charge job-placement services such as 

"freeters" (job-hopping part-timers), women and elderly persons have diversified 
and, the need for more fine-tuned services is increasing. With the labor market 
becoming more mobilized and specialized knowledge being required from 
workers, job-placement and vocational training services are called on to have 
advanced and specialized functions. 
- In order to maximize convenience for users in response to such changes, the 

government, while securing its free-of-charge job-placement service network 
function, should introduce market testing (see Note) into free-of-charge 
job-placement services to allow the private sector to exploit its creativity. 
- In public-private competitive tenderings, the public sector can win contracts by 

offering better services than the private sector. Therefore, market testing can 
contribute to improving public sector services. 

Note: Market testing is a mechanism to use competitive tenderings under the Public Service 

Reform Act for selecting contractors for services that should be provided by the government such 

as the free-of-charge job-placement. Specifically, public-private or private-private competitive 

tenderings may be implemented for free-of-charge job-placement services at some Hello Work 

public employment security offices. Bidders that offer excellent services for certain commissions 

may become contract winners that should implement relevant services under the responsibility of 

the government. The fairness of tenderings and the quality of services will be monitored by the 

Supervisory Commission for Public-Private and Private-Private Competitive Tenderings, a third 

party commission. 

2. Consistency with ILO Convention 
- The ILO Convention requires "a national system of employment offices under 

the direction of a national authority," and "the staff of the employment service 



shall be composed of public officials.” An opposition to the introduction of market 
testing is based on these requirements. 
- On interpretation of the convention, a report by Minister Ota's private 

advisory panel, the Panel on Hello Work and the ILO Convention, has given four 
opinions, including one that commissioning private sector entities to manage part 
of public job-placement offices on certain conditions would not be a problem with 
the convention. 

3. Specific proposals for introducing market testing 
- Given the above, we should make a step forward from the past general 

discussions and consider how to commission private entities to undertake 
free-of-charge job-placement services of Hello Work public employment security 
offices, based on specific proposals. A conclusion of the considerations should be 
incorporated into the Basic Policies 2007. 
- We submit the following specific proposal: 
(1) Some of the 19 Hello Work offices and their branches in Tokyo's 23 wards 

should be subjected to market testing. 
(2) Hello Work offices subject to market testing should be put under state 

control and connect with the existing Hello Work network. 
(3) Any private sector entity selected to undertake Hello Work services should be 

strictly required to appropriately use information on job seekers and offers 
obtained through the services, and keep such information confidential. 
- This proposal's implementation should be discussed in policy debate from the 
viewpoint of the employment service users. 


